LiD Landscape in Design
Participatory Processes & Diversity

Figure 20: Comparison of the Besetzt territories of Brunnen Str 6&7 and the conventional occupancy arrangement of a courtyard building. The territories are colour coded to match the case study's plans.
Quality of Incompleteness
Mobility – Roving Subjectivities
Performative Properties
Temporal Interventions – Architecture on Probation
1. The Plug-in Path, with integrated seating, lighting, and water feature
2. Tiered Seating and Performance Area
3. Proposed Gate to Tesco Car Park and relocation of Pedestrian Crossing
4. The BIG RCCF- shelter for cinema/ concerts/ events
5. Grill shelters/ squats for young people
6. Allotment Gardens and Scarecrow Project
7. New Path and Nature Trail through WN Area
8. Toddler’s Garden
9. Kiosk - selling tea, coffee, snacks
10. Picnic Area
11. Exercise Track suitable for older people
12. Table-Tennis Tables
13. Flexible Spaces - for events and gatherings, to contain pool tables etc.
14. Family Room - wet area with basins and seating
15. Toilets
16. Kitchenette
17. Terrace adjacent to kitchen - could evolve into café
18. Soft Play Space - off the terrace for easy supervision of young
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Surface Treatments/Graphic Types:

A. Base layer
   Description: Base coat of paint applied to entire exposed (ground surface within area defined by outside edge of perimeter
   markings) please refer to A4 sheet for surface of desired covering (if not shown)
   Product: Anglo Building Products 'Ramseal' (or similar approved)
   Colour: Dark Grey (e.g. RAL 7016, etc)

B. Perimeter/Notional Markings
   Description: Base coat surface exposed (ground surface area within footprint of perimeter notional area
   Total painted area: approximately 3600m²
   Product: LoF 'Hedgehog Mastic' (or similar approved) long-run thermoplastic anti-skid road marking tape (approximately 15mm wide
   spaced at 150mm centres)
   Colour: Safety Yellow

C. Figure graphics
   Description: RAL 6027 (or similar approved) 'Hedgehog Mastic' (or similar approved)"